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TIME WALKER
Just how much does the civilized world Antiquity Scientist know
about American Indian TIME WALKERS?
They know that the WINTER COUNT has something to do with it and every
leader of a civilized nation since the days of Julius Caesar knows it.
Every MASON in every country in the world knows they did exist amoung
Ancients and could exist today, that is why you will always find Indians
who are MASONS, which is a hope after reaching the 32th. degree, that some
other Ancient Rites from around the world,~will awaken the Ancient knowledge
But all know the conclusion to the mathematical equation that a TIME
WALKER must travel by= THE PRESENT TIME minus THE PAST=equals THE FUTURE.
They also know the TIME WALKER must travel through the PAST to arrive at
the FUTURE,
It ís* also known, that there exists a WORLD RELIGIOUS CULT who have
been doing a PERPETUAL PRAYER CHAIN contìnuely for centuries, to prevent
the reawàkeníng of the. knowledge, or the existence, of TIME WALIÄîîLS\who
they
recognize as the descendants of MU and ATLANTIS. While the wou?ld doubts
the existence, the PERPETUAL PRAYER CHAIN continues.
( If we take the report.: THE VERO and MELBOURNE MAN, by I.Rouse,)) ( Transactions of the New York Academy of
Sciences, Ser‘.II,
"VIDE LICET, VIDE ANTE, VIDE INFRA, VIDE SUPRA, VIDE UT SUPRA, VIDE POS
An American Scientist translated this for me and when I tryed to match
it to an old Indian Ritual for TIME WALKERS, but it would not match or come
out, so with a limited knowledge in Latin, I retranslated it myself. My
disagreement was with the word VIDE which was translated as SEE. Even
schólars stated 'it should be SEE. But Latín ís precise when it comes to
Rites orf Rituals, the'n it translates" VIDE as a Command to Sing to See,

